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Bu testte 10 soru vardır. Önerilen süre 15 dakikadır. 
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1,
1. Answer the question according to the 

invitation card below.

Which of the followings does NOT have an 
answer in the invitation card?

A) What time is the party? 

B) Where is the party going to be? 

C) How old is he going to be on that day?

D) Who is the party for? 

2. Selim : What do you think about Ferit?

Clara : Well, I think he is an honest boy. - - - -.

Choose the best option to fill in the blanks.

A) He always tells lies

B) I count on him so much

C) Nobody loves him

D) He is not reliable at all

İ ş l e y e n  Z e k a  Ya y ı n l a r ı

3. Answer the question according to the speeches below.

 

In my opinion, it is unstylish 
and  unfashionable.

Long dresses are in fashion 
this summer, I prefer a longer 
one.

es

Oh, I think it is an 
impressive and trendy  
outfit. 

I think it looks  ridiculous.             
I prefer wearing casual clothes.

Emma Olivia Sophia

Sue

Who thinks the clothes in the store are fashionable? 

A) Emma B) Olivia C) Sophia D) Sue
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4. Martin : - - - - ?

Brad : No, I’m not. Why?

Martin : Shall we see a film together?

Brad : OK.

Which of the following completes the 
dialogue above?

A) What are you doing now

B) How about drinking tea

C) Would you like to go out

D) Are you busy tomorrow

5. Sue : Meg is my buddy.

Alvin : Buddy? - - - -?

Sue : I mean she is my best friend.

Which of the following completes the 
dialogue above?

A) Where is Meg

B) Is Meg hardworking

C) What do you mean

D) Are you sure

6. 

Hello, John. How are you? There is 
a great movie at the cinema 
tomorrow. Would you like to go 
together?

That sounds fantastic. 
I really like going to the cinema.
What time is the movie?

Thanks for accepting my invitation.
The movie starts at 4 pm.

Ok then. See you there.

Find the sentence in the message that 
shows John accepts the offer.

A) The movie starts at 4 pm.

B) Would you like to go together?

C) That sounds fantastic.

D) How are you?
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7. Answer the question according to the text below.

Hi, my name is Rob. I get up early on weekdays and I don’t like staying indoors. In my free time, I do 
different activities. I swim and play basketball every day of the week because I enjoy doing sports. Also, 
I go to the forest with my friends for trekking once a week. I don’t often watch TV so I watch TV only one 
day in a week. Actually, I should admit that I’m not interested in technology so I dislike spending my time 
in front of a computer screen to play games. I’m so happy with my life.

The graphics below show how often Rob does these activities. So, according to the text, which 
graphic shows the CORRECT frequency of Rob’s free time activities?

A)
Weekly frequency of free time 

activities

Playing computer 
games

0 5 10

Trekking

Watching TV

Doing sports

0 5 10

B)
Weekly frequency of free time 

activities

Playing computer 
games

0

Trekking

Watching TV

Doing sports

5 10

C)
Weekly frequency of free time 

activities

Playing computer 
games

0 5 10

Trekking

Watching TV

Doing sports

D)
Weekly frequency of free time 

activities

Playing computer 
games

0 5 10

Trekking

Watching TV

Doing sports
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8. Answer the question according to chart below.

Bill Kate Joe Anna

Hip – hop ✓ ✘ ✓ ✘

Pop music ✓ ✓ ✘ ✓

Jazz music ✘ ✘ ✘ ✘

Rap music ✘ ✓ ✘ ✘

✓ : prefer ✘ : not prefer

Who can’t stand listening to pop music according to the chart?

A) Kate B) Joe C) Bill D) Anna

İ ş l e y e n  Z e k a  Ya y ı n l a r ı

Answer the questions (9-10) according to the text below. 

Everybody should have close friends in his or her life. Luckily, I have two buddies in my life. Their 
names are Alan and Angel. We have different personalities and different interests but we always 
get on well with each other. For example, I am fond of skating but my friends don’t like skating. 
They enjoy going camping but I dislike it because it is really tiring. I enjoy reading fantasy books. 
Angel is keen on science fiction books and Alan prefers reading biographical books. But we all 
prefer listening to rap music. It is trendy among teens these days. We have a band. Its name 
is Super Girls. We like spending time together. We trust each other. We share our secrets and 
we don’t tell them anyone. We always support each other whenever we have problems. We are 
good friends however we are different.

9. Which of the followings is CORRECT according to the text above?

A) They are keen on listening to the same type of music.

B) They don’t have a good relationship with each other.

C) Going skating in their free time is their favorite.

D) Angel can’t stand reading science fiction books.

10. Which of the followings does NOT have a synonym in the text?

A) back up B) count on 

C) fashionable D) laid-back
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2.
1. Answer the question according to the information below.

The graphics below give some information about the free time habits of teens in Germany and Turkey:

Free Time Habits of teens in Germany

Doing sports

Listening to
music
Playing online
games

Spending time
with friends

46%

23%

23%

8%

Free Time Habits of teens in Turkey

13%

26%

26%

35%

Doing sports

Listening to
music
Playing online
games

Spending time
with friends

Which of the followings is CORRECT according to the graphics above?

A) German teens spend most of their time by playing online games. 

B) Teens in Turkey spend less time doing sports than teens in Germany.

C) Turkish teens’ favorite free time activity is listening to music.

D) Teens in Germany spend most of their time by using social media.

İ ş l e y e n  Z e k a  Ya y ı n l a r ı

2. Answer the question according to the information below.

Alex is at a cafê and he wants to drink something fresh. But he prefers and loves only sour flavors. 

I

I

II

II

IV

IV

III

III

Which of the following should he prefer? 

A) I B) II C) III D) IV

İ ş l e y e n  Z e k a  Ya y ı n l a r ı

3. Choose the bet option to complete the dialogue.

I usually listen to rap but 
I never listen to rock. It 
is - - - - .

What kind of music 
do you listen to?

A) terrific B) impressive C) trendy D) unbearable
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Answer the questions (4-5) according to the text below. 

Hi, I am Sally. I work at a hospital in New York as a nurse. My job is very tiring. I leave home very 
early in the mornings and return home late in the evenings so I created this tomato soup recipe 
for busy days. My husband Eric and my daughter Ann always ask for this soup. I sometimes send 
it with my daughter for lunch at school. It is not only delicious and healthy but also easy to cook. 
I don’t want my daughter to eat something unhealthy at the canteen so I always prepare healthy 
food for her. If you are busy like me, you can cook this tomato soup easily. Here is the recipe;

  • First, peel four or five tomatoes and grate them. Don’t forget to wash them before peeling.

  • Heat three tablespoons of butter and a tablespoon of flour in a large pot for about two minutes 
but don’t let it become brown.

  • Then, pour the grated tomatoes into the pot and boil ten minutes.

  • After that, add a liter of water and cook it for about fifteen minutes. Don’t forget to stir it 
continuously while cooking.

If you eat it at home, serve it hot. And you can sprinkle some grated cheese on it.

4. Which of the following pictures shows the food that Sally does NOT want her daughter to eat?

A) B)

C) D)

5. Which of the followings is CORRECT according to the text above?

A) You should let the butter and flour become brown.

B) You should never stir it continuously while cooking.

C) You can sprinkle some cheese before cooking the soup.

D) You should peel the tomatoes after you wash them.
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6.  Mr. Smith, we know that you are a successful 
singer and interested in sports. What do you 
do in your free time?

Yes, I don’t like staying at home and 
watching TV. I’m keen on sports.

How often do you do sports?

- - - -.

Singer Journalist

According to the dialogue above, choose the best option to fill in the blank.

A) I prefer listening to rap to playing soccer. I’m fond of it

B) I’m interested in skydiving. I do it just for fun

C) I dislike doing karate. I have never done it so far

D) I usually swim once or twice a week

İ ş l e y e n  Z e k a  Ya y ı n l a r ı

7. Answer the question according to the dialogue between two friends.

Wilma : Do you prefer having meat or vegetable for dinner? I’ll cook for dinner.

Brad : In fact I prefer meat but why don’t we go out for dinner this evening?

Wilma : What a good idea! I’ll be ready at 7 p.m. then.

Brad : OK, see you.

According to the dialogue, - - - -.

A) Brad wants to eat vegetable B) Wilma accepts Brad’s offer

C) They will be at home for dinner D) Brad will cook for dinner
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Answer questions (8-9) according to the recipe below.

John is making pasta with tomato sauce today. Here is his recipe.

  • Boil a litre of water in a cooking pot. 

  • Add 1/2 packet of (250 gr) pasta into the boiled water. And cook it 
for 10 minutes.

  • Then chop two tomatoes. Heat some butter in a saucepan. Pour the 
tomatoes in it and cook for ten minutes. Add some salt.

  • Finally drain the pasta. Put it in a plate and pour the sauce on it.

  • Enjoy it.

8. Which of the following is NOT necessary for the recipe?

A) B) C) D)

9. After the water boils, you will - - - -.

A) add pasta in it   B) chop two tomatoes

C) serve the pasta   D) drain the pasta

İ ş l e y e n  Z e k a  Ya y ı n l a r ı

10. “My best friend always keeps my secrets.” “means - - - -”

Choose the best option to fill in the blank.

A) I don’t have a best friend.

B) Friends are unreliable people.

C) My best friend doesn’t share my secrets with others.

D) We should tell our secrets only to our classmates.
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3.
1. Answer the question according to the information below.

         

    

Chef Melis, we  know that your pizzas 
are famous around the world. What is 
the secret of your pizzas?

Thank you for inviting me into your  cooking program. Surely, 
I have some secrets and I cannot share all of them. But I can 
give you some special tips. If you want to add onions in your 
pizzas, chop the onions as very thin parts. If you want to 
add pepper, always grill them before adding on pizzas. And 
I usually prefer grilling the meat for a while before adding it 
on my pizzas. If you follow these advice, you can cook more 
delicious pizzas. I think they are worth trying.

According to the text above, Chef Melis - - - -.

A) is famous for her secrets

B) doesn’t have any secrets in her recipes

C) advises some special tips to cook more tasty pizzas

D) always adds pepper all of the pizzas she made

İ ş l e y e n  Z e k a  Ya y ı n l a r ı

Look at the visuals and read the text. Answer questions (2-3) according to them.

The researcher, David Parker, made a research about teenagers’ weekend preferences. Here is the 
result of the research.

% 50 % 25 % 13 % 12

2. Which of the followings is CORRECT according to the result?

A) Teens never prefer going to the cinema.  B) Half of the teens prefer going online.

C) Most of the teens prefer reading.  D) Teens don’t prefer doing sports at all.

3. Which one can be the question of this research?

A) What do you prefer doing at the weekend?  B) What do you think about online games?

C) How do you spend your summer holidays?  D) Are you a teenager?
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4-6: For these questions choose the best 
option to fill in the blanks.

4. Tamara : May I speak to Mr. Parker, please?

Secretary : - - - -, I will get him.

A) This is Linda calling

B) I’m sorry, he is out

C) He has gone out

D) Hang on a minute

5. James :  This is James speaking. Is Barbara 
there?

Brad :  Sorry, I couldn’t hear well. - - - - ?

James :  James. I’m Barbara’s school friend.

A) Who is calling, please

B) May I speak to my friend

C) Who is Barbara

D) Can you hold on a minute

6. Bill : I count on my friend Linda.

Tim : What do you mean?

Bill : I mean I - - - - her.

A) support B) trust

C) share D) back up

7.  

The phone is ringing. 

Please, - - - - .

Look at the picture and complete the 
sentence.

A) hang up B) get back

C) pick it up D) put it through

8. Ruth : Shall we go to the cinema?

Alice : I’m sorry but I’m busy now. - - - -.

Ruth : OK, then. I’ll call you later.

Which one IS NOT suitable to complete this 
dialogue?

A) Not now B) Sounds great                       

C) Maybe later D) I can’t                          

9. Answer the question according to the recipe 
below.

Omelette with Cheese.

1. Crack two eggs in a bowl.

2. Add some cheese into the eggs and mix 
them.

3. Put some butter in a pan and heat it.

4. Pour the mixture into the pan.

5. Cook two sides of the omelette.

Which picture shows the first step of the 
recipe?

A) B)

C) D)

10. 
Who is your 
best friend?

He is Tom. - - - -.

Which of the following completes the 
dialogue above?

A) We get on well together

B) He is not a good friend

C) We never have time together

D) I don’t like him much
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4.
1. Answer the question according to the information below.

I II

III IV

Alan : Hi, Sally. How are you doing?

Sally : I am doing fine.

Alan : I know you like sushi. How about 
going to the restaurant at Koza 
Street?

Sally : Alan, I don’t want to be rude but 
I have to hang up the phone. It is 
really crowded here. I will call you 
later.

Alan : OK, but don’t forget to call me 
today before 6 p.m.

Nick : Hi, Omar. How are you?

Omar : I am awesome and you?

Nick : I am fine thanks. There is a 
good sushi restaurant at Koza 
Street. Would you like to come 
with me?

Omar : Can you say that again, please?

Nick : I found a good sushi restaurant. 
Shall we go there together?

Omar : I’m sorry I can’t. I am busy with 
my project.

Nancy : Hello, Karen. What’s up?

Karen : Not good. 

Nancy : Why? What happened?

Karen : I broke my leg and I was at 
hospital. 

Nancy : I am sorry to hear that. Get 
well soon. 

Karen : Thank you. Why did you call 
me?

Nancy : I called you to invite you to 
the sushi restaurant.

Brian : Hello, James. I am Brian. I 
would like to speak to Jack.

James : Hi, Brian. He is not at home 
right now. Would you like to 
give a message?

Brian : OK. We will meet with our 
old classmates at the sushi 
restaurant at Koza Street. We 
will wait him there.

James : I will say it when he return 
home.

Which of the followings shows the conversation that has a bad line?

A) I B) II C) III D) IV

İ ş l e y e n  Z e k a  Ya y ı n l a r ı

2.   
Hello, Tom speaking.

I will hang up and call you later, 
again.

I can’t hear you well. - - - -

Choose the best option to complete the dialogue.

A) I will get back to you in an hour. B) I will talk to you soon.

C) It’s bad line. D) I will get him.


